
Shusterman, Neal | TEEN Shusterman, N.  

Unwind 
Once a child turns 13, parents can choose to have their 
child’s organs transplanted into other bodies, permanently 
“unwinding” their lives, but three teens slated to be 
unwound strive to free themselves of their fates.  

Telgemeier, Reina | TEEN GRAPHIC Telgemeier, R. 

Drama 
Stage crew squabbles, offstage drama between actors, and 
two cute brothers threaten to derail Callie’s middle school 
theater production. 

Thomas, Angie | TEEN Thomas, A.  

The Hate U Give 
Starr lives in a poor neighborhood, but attends a fancy 
suburban prep school, and the uneasy balance between 
the two worlds is shattered when her childhood best 
friend is killed by a police officer.  

Villasante, Alexandra | TEEN Villasante, A. 

The Grief Keeper 
As an immigrant applying for asylum in the United States, 
Marisol is willing to do anything to protect her little sister, 
even if that means taking risks—such as participating as a 
subject in a new government program where advanced 
technology allows her to quite literally absorb the grief of 
another girl. What happens, though, when you fall in love 
with the girl you're being used to save? 

Wang, Jen | TEEN GRAPHIC Wang, J. 

The Prince and the Dressmaker  
Frances makes dresses for Paris’ hottest fashion icon, but 
is also burdened by the secret that Lady Crystallia is 
actually Prince Sebastian—a secret that puts a strain on 
Frances’ own dreams.   

Watson, Renée | TEEN Watson, R. 

Piecing Me Together   
Set in Portland, Oregon, Jade is the daughter of a single 
mom in the predominantly poor, black Northside. Jade 
wants to succeed, so her mother tells her to take every 
opportunity she gets. But she is tired of being singled out 
as someone people want to fix. Jade just wants to make a 
difference by expressing her joy and hope. She is just 
striving for greatness in a world that feels like it wants to 
break her. 
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Bardugo, Leigh | TEEN Bardugo, L. 

Six of Crows 
An unlikely group of individuals led by Kaz, a young man 
from the dirty back roads of Ketterdam, set off on a 
journey to pull off an impossible heist. Will they succeed?  

Chbosky, Stephen | TEEN Chbosky, S.  

The Perks of Being a Wallflower 
Coping with a friend’s suicide, shy freshman Charlie is 
drawn into a group of older students.  

Elston, Ashley | TEEN Elston, A. 

This Is Our Story  

Kate is interning at the District Attorney’s office and she is 
determined to find justice in the case of a local hunting 
accident that left one boy dead and four others suspects. 

Emezi, Akwaeke | TEEN Emezi, A.  

Pet 
They say there are no more monsters, but when 17-year-
old Jam accidentally spills blood onto one of her mother’s 
paintings, a strange creature emerges claiming to be a 
monster hunter. 

Garvin, Jeff | TEEN Garvin, J. 

Symptoms of Being Human 
“The first thing you're going to want to know about me is: 
Am I a boy, or am I a girl?” Riley has never quite been able 
to answer this question, being a genderfluid child of a 
congressman in a conservative town.  

Green, John | TEEN Green, J. 

Turtles All the Way Down  
Aza reconnects with David, son of a disgraced billionaire, 
in an effort to locate the missing man, and struggles to 
keep her OCD from spiraling out of control.  

Jackson, Holly | TEEN Jackson, H.   

A Good Girls' Guide to Murder  
For her senior project, Pippa investigates the murder of a 
popular high school girl five years before. The case was 
closed, but the body was never found, and as she 
investigates further, Pippa finds clues of a cover-up.   

Johnson, Kim | TEEN Johnson, K. 

This is My America 
Tracy seeks help for her father, an innocent black man on 
death row whose time is running out, but then her brother 
is accused of killing a white girl and her world falls apart.  

Kibuishi, Kazu | J GRAPHIC Kibuishi, K. 

The Stonekeeper (Amulet series) 
A sinister creature lures Emily and Navin’s mother through 
a door in their great-grandfather’s basement, and they 
follow her down into an underground world of demons, 
robots, and talking animals in order to save her.  

Lee, Mackenzi | TEEN Lee, M.  

The Gentlemen's Guide to Vice and Virtue 
Monty, his sister, and his best friend (and crush) Percy go 
on a grand adventure in Europe, but a reckless decision 
turns their trip into a harrowing manhunt.  

Lee, Yoon Ha | TEEN Lee, Y. 

Dragon Pearl 
After learning that her brother abandoned the space force, 
Min uses her fox-magic to impersonate a deceased cadet 
whose ghost guides her on her journey to find him.   

Mull, Brandon | J Mull, B. 

Fablehaven  

When Kendra and Seth's parents leave for summer 
vacation, the siblings are left at their grandparents' home, 
which turns out to be a place with many secrets. 

Myers, Walter Dean | TEEN Myers, W.  

Monster 
Steve Harmon is lying in a cell in Harlem, New York. He is 
on trial for his alleged complicity in a robbery-turned-
murder. Steve, feeling as if he is in a movie, writes a 
screenplay on his experiences during his trial. 

Niven, Jennifer | TEEN Niven, J.  

All the Bright Places 
When suicidal Theodore and grief-stricken Violet meet on 
the ledge of the school bell tower, it starts an unlikely 
relationship that develops while working on a project. 

Noah, Trevor | TEEN 921 Noah, Trevor 2020 

It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime 
This eye-opening and hilarious memoir focuses on the 
strong bond between Trevor and his mother as she raises 
him with love and honesty in South Africa under apartheid.  

Pinguicha, Diana | TEEN Pinguicha, D. 

A Curse of Roses 
Princess Yzable is starving due to a curse that causes food 
to turn to flowers. She finds a possible cure, but the price 
—a kiss to a beautiful woman with ancient magic— forces 
her to reconcile her own longings with the needs and 
beliefs of her country.  

Riggs, Ransom | TEEN Riggs, R.  

Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children 
After his grandfather’s death, Jacob sets off for Wales in 
hopes of finding answers surrounding the mystery of the 
odd orphanage where his grandfather once lived.  

Satrapi, Marjane | GRAPHIC 921 Satrapi, Marjane 2003 

Persepolis 
In 1970s Tehran, Marjane recounts her time as a young 
school girl who experiences the front lines of the Iranian 
Revolution right from her own house.  


